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learn about the thinkers who shaped the history of human thought from
socrates and plato to nietzsche and foucault this web page ranks and
profiles the most influential philosophers based on citations writing and
ideas and provides links to subdisciplines and works learn about the lives
and teachings of some of the most influential philosophers in history
from aristotle to socrates discover their contributions to ethics logic
metaphysics and more these ancient greek philosophers were influential in
laying the foundations for the modern world searching for meaning in
everyday life and shaping their musings into a system of thoughts
documented in books and manuscripts letters plays and other media what
is philosophy learn about socrates plato aristotle augustine and their
contributions to western philosophy and theology explore their theories
of forms logic ethics virtue and more a collection of the most famous
philosophers throughout history aristotle first published thu sep 25
2008 substantive revision tue aug 25 2020 aristotle 384 322 b c e
numbers among the greatest philosophers of all time judged solely in
terms of his philosophical influence only plato is his peer aristotle s
works shaped centuries of philosophy from late antiquity through the
renaissance and immanuel kant 1724 1804 is the central figure in modern
philosophy he synthesized early modern rationalism and empiricism set the
terms for much of nineteenth and twentieth century philosophy and
continues to exercise a significant influence today in metaphysics
epistemology ethics political philosophy aesthetics and other fields
aristotle born 384 bce stagira chalcidice greece died 322 chalcis euboea
was an ancient greek philosopher and scientist one of the greatest
intellectual figures of classical antiquity and western history plato
429 347 b c e is by any reckoning one of the most dazzling writers in the
western literary tradition and one of the most penetrating wide ranging
and influential authors in the history of philosophy from ancient greek
philosophers such as plato and aristotle to later notable philosophers
such as ren� descartes and immanuel kant philosophy s great thinkers
have approached sensitive ethical and existential issues from a variety
of different angles plato is one of the world s best known and most
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widely read and studied philosophers he was the student of socrates and
the teacher of aristotle and he wrote in the middle of the fourth century
b c e in ancient greece 1 socrates often hailed as the father of western
philosophy was a figure of monumental significance in the development of
philosophical thought born in athens in 469 bc he spent most of his life
engaging citizens of all backgrounds in philosophical discussions 1
socrates c 470 bce to 399 bce sting cc by sa 2 5 via wikimedia commons
socrates who is credited with being the founder of western philosophy
belongs on every list of famous philosophers while there are no existing
texts from socrates he is known largely through the writings of his
students plato and xenophon from socrates plato and aristotle to
nietzsche the list of famous philosophers whose ideas have reverberated
throughout history is vast philosophers played and continue to play an
important role in society by providing new perspectives questioning
assumptions and analyzing complex issues 1 aristotle one of the
greatest philosophers and the first genuine scientist in history birthdate
0384 ad birthplace stagira greece died 0322 ad famous greek
philosopher and scientist aristotle made significant contributions to
various fields of science and arts of his era logic biology politics
economics ethics and aesthetics plato l 424 423 to 348 347 bce is the
pre eminent greek philosopher known for his dialogues and for founding his
academy in athens traditionally considered the first university in the
western world plato was a student of socrates and featured his former
teacher in almost all of his dialogues which form the basis of western
philosophy immanuel kant guiding principles martin heidegger friedrich
wilhelm nietzsche french philosophers rene descartes jean jacques
rousseau voltaire 1694 1778 pascal 1623 1662 20th century
philosophers john rawls judith butler noam chomsky political
philosophers laozi confucius 551 479 b c analytic philosophers
bertrand russell published on 22 april 2021 subscribe to topic subscribe
to author in this collection of 20 biographies of ancient greek
philosophers we examine the thoughts and lives of some of the most
important thinkers in history the big five enlightenment thinkers in terms of
who inspired the most discussion were john locke natural rights and
liberty jean jacques rousseau a fairer society adam smith founder of
modern economics immanuel kant turned philosophy upside down and
thomas paine called for revolution what are the key concepts of the
enlightenment the great philosophers is a 1987 bbc television series
presented by bryan magee there were 15 episodes in each of which magee
interviewed a noted philosopher overview in this series magee discussed
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the major historical figures of western philosophy with fifteen
contemporary philosophers
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the 25 most influential philosophers of all time
a philosophy May 03 2024

learn about the thinkers who shaped the history of human thought from
socrates and plato to nietzsche and foucault this web page ranks and
profiles the most influential philosophers based on citations writing and
ideas and provides links to subdisciplines and works

10 greatest philosophers of all time university
of the people Apr 02 2024

learn about the lives and teachings of some of the most influential
philosophers in history from aristotle to socrates discover their
contributions to ethics logic metaphysics and more

12 famous philosophers and their guiding
principles Mar 01 2024

these ancient greek philosophers were influential in laying the
foundations for the modern world searching for meaning in everyday life
and shaping their musings into a system of thoughts documented in books
and manuscripts letters plays and other media what is philosophy

philosophers to know part i encyclopedia
britannica Jan 31 2024

learn about socrates plato aristotle augustine and their contributions
to western philosophy and theology explore their theories of forms
logic ethics virtue and more

famous philosophers the most famous thinkers
and scholars Dec 30 2023

a collection of the most famous philosophers throughout history
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aristotle stanford encyclopedia of philosophy
Nov 28 2023

aristotle first published thu sep 25 2008 substantive revision tue aug
25 2020 aristotle 384 322 b c e numbers among the greatest
philosophers of all time judged solely in terms of his philosophical
influence only plato is his peer aristotle s works shaped centuries of
philosophy from late antiquity through the renaissance and

immanuel kant stanford encyclopedia of
philosophy Oct 28 2023

immanuel kant 1724 1804 is the central figure in modern philosophy he
synthesized early modern rationalism and empiricism set the terms for
much of nineteenth and twentieth century philosophy and continues to
exercise a significant influence today in metaphysics epistemology ethics
political philosophy aesthetics and other fields

aristotle biography works quotes philosophy
ethics Sep 26 2023

aristotle born 384 bce stagira chalcidice greece died 322 chalcis euboea
was an ancient greek philosopher and scientist one of the greatest
intellectual figures of classical antiquity and western history

plato stanford encyclopedia of philosophy Aug
26 2023

plato 429 347 b c e is by any reckoning one of the most dazzling writers
in the western literary tradition and one of the most penetrating wide
ranging and influential authors in the history of philosophy

philosophers portal britannica Jul 25 2023

from ancient greek philosophers such as plato and aristotle to later
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notable philosophers such as ren� descartes and immanuel kant
philosophy s great thinkers have approached sensitive ethical and
existential issues from a variety of different angles

plato 427 347 b c e internet encyclopedia of
philosophy Jun 23 2023

plato is one of the world s best known and most widely read and studied
philosophers he was the student of socrates and the teacher of
aristotle and he wrote in the middle of the fourth century b c e in ancient
greece

the 10 greatest philosophers from ancient greece
and their May 23 2023

1 socrates often hailed as the father of western philosophy was a
figure of monumental significance in the development of philosophical
thought born in athens in 469 bc he spent most of his life engaging
citizens of all backgrounds in philosophical discussions

20 famous philosophers everyone should know
weareteachers Apr 21 2023

1 socrates c 470 bce to 399 bce sting cc by sa 2 5 via wikimedia
commons socrates who is credited with being the founder of western
philosophy belongs on every list of famous philosophers while there are
no existing texts from socrates he is known largely through the
writings of his students plato and xenophon

history s most famous philosophers socrates
plato Mar 21 2023

from socrates plato and aristotle to nietzsche the list of famous
philosophers whose ideas have reverberated throughout history is vast
philosophers played and continue to play an important role in society by
providing new perspectives questioning assumptions and analyzing
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complex issues

famous philosophers list of world famous
philosophers Feb 17 2023

1 aristotle one of the greatest philosophers and the first genuine
scientist in history birthdate 0384 ad birthplace stagira greece died
0322 ad famous greek philosopher and scientist aristotle made
significant contributions to various fields of science and arts of his era
logic biology politics economics ethics and aesthetics

plato world history encyclopedia Jan 19 2023

plato l 424 423 to 348 347 bce is the pre eminent greek philosopher
known for his dialogues and for founding his academy in athens
traditionally considered the first university in the western world plato
was a student of socrates and featured his former teacher in almost all
of his dialogues which form the basis of western philosophy

top 25 famous philosophers and their ideas an
introduction Dec 18 2022

immanuel kant guiding principles martin heidegger friedrich wilhelm nietzsche
french philosophers rene descartes jean jacques rousseau voltaire 1694
1778 pascal 1623 1662 20th century philosophers john rawls judith
butler noam chomsky political philosophers laozi confucius 551 479 b c
analytic philosophers bertrand russell

the greek philosophers world history
encyclopedia Nov 16 2022

published on 22 april 2021 subscribe to topic subscribe to author in
this collection of 20 biographies of ancient greek philosophers we
examine the thoughts and lives of some of the most important thinkers in
history
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12 key enlightenment philosophers world history
encyclopedia Oct 16 2022

the big five enlightenment thinkers in terms of who inspired the most
discussion were john locke natural rights and liberty jean jacques
rousseau a fairer society adam smith founder of modern economics
immanuel kant turned philosophy upside down and thomas paine called for
revolution what are the key concepts of the enlightenment

the great philosophers wikipedia Sep 14 2022

the great philosophers is a 1987 bbc television series presented by bryan
magee there were 15 episodes in each of which magee interviewed a noted
philosopher overview in this series magee discussed the major historical
figures of western philosophy with fifteen contemporary philosophers
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